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Car movement patterns and the PHEV
LARS-HENRIK BJÖRNSSON
Department of Energy and Environment, Chalmers University of Technology

ABSTRACT
Roughly 30% of Sweden’s total greenhouse gas emissions originate from transport and a
majority of them from cars. The plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) avoids the range
limitation of the fully electric vehicle while still allowing for a major share of the fuel to be
replaced by electricity from the grid and can thereby reduce greenhouse gas emissions, local
pollutants and energy security concerns. The expected share of electric driving for a given
battery size is however dependent on the individual car’s movement. In this thesis, the
potential to reduce fuel use in Swedish passenger car transport through an introduction of
PHEVs is assessed by utilizing a comprehensive data set on Swedish car movements logged
by GPS.
In paper I, we analyze how individuality in movement patterns may affect optimal battery
design, economic viability and potential for fuel substitution. Both optimal battery sizes and
savings are found to vary substantially between drivers. Commuters are found to be among
the first to reach viability for PHEVs.
In paper II we analyze how different objectives can affect optimal battery range, viability,
savings and share of electric driving. Our results suggest that different objectives among
stakeholders could result in different optimal battery sizes and that a high share of PHEVs in a
vehicle fleet is not enough to ensure a high share of electric driving.
In paper III we evaluate the relative benefit of a PHEV in comparison to a BEV in a two-car
household. The results suggest that the BEV in general is economically favored over the
PHEV in two-car households if the vehicle usage is optimized within the household. The
difference in potential share of electric driving between a PHEV and a BEV is in general
small. In paper IV we analyze the potential for brake energy regeneration in Swedish driving
conditions. We find that city drivers have the highest potential to regenerate energy per km of
driving, but long distance drivers have the largest potential to regenerate energy on a yearly
basis. Also, extra energy gains from higher regeneration power capacity were found to fall off
quickly.
Keywords: PHEV, BEV, battery size, GPS logging, car movement pattern, PHEV viability,
PHEV potential, Sweden, electrification, brake energy regeneration.
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1   INTRODUCTION
The passenger car plays a significant role in the Swedish transport system. For example, 77%
of the Swedish households have access to at least one car [1] and 77% of all passenger
kilometers travelled in 2015 were done by car [2]. Car travel does however contribute to a
number of problems like congestion, local air pollution, reduced energy security and not the
least greenhouse gas emissions. Roughly 30% of Sweden’s total greenhouse gas emissions
originate from transport of which passenger cars are responsible for about 60% [3]. In
addition, passenger car transport is projected to increase by about 1.5% per year until 2030
[4]. The Swedish parliament has adopted a vision to reach a carbon neutral society in 2050
[5], and as a step towards this goal the vehicle fleet should be independent of fossil fuels by
2030 [6]. This requires a combination of measures, both structural, in order to reduce the need
for transport and to shift to more energy efficient transport modes, as well as technology
specific measures to increase the use of fossil free energy and to increase the energy
efficiency of vehicles [5]. Increased electrification of passenger cars has, through the
associated fuel reduction, the potential to not only reduce greenhouse gas emissions but also
local pollutants, and energy security concerns.
Although often suggested as a technology for the future, the electric car is as old as the
automobile itself. It was together with steam and gasoline cars one of the main automobile
technologies around 1900.3 The gasoline car later became the dominating technology and the
electric cars almost vanished from the scene around 1930 [8], but the electric car has now and
then been discussed as a possible alternative. For example, it was suggested as an energy
security measure in connection to the oil crises in the 1970’s,4 but also as an option to increase
air quality and public health in cities in the 1990’s.5 These advantages are still well recognized
and together with the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions they make electrification
an interesting alternative to current conventional cars.
Despite the advantages described above, the fully electric car or the battery electric vehicle
(BEV henceforth) has not yet managed to reach any larger market shares. Two of the main
barriers for the BEV has over the years been the high cost and low performance of batteries.
3

The American census in year 1900 concluded that during this year 109 manufacturers produced 4192 vehicles of
which 1681 steam cars, 1574 electric cars and 936 gasoline cars [7].
4
In 1976 the U.S. Congress enacted public Law 94-413, the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and
Demonstration Act. The law was meant to incentivise improvements of batteries, motors and other hybrid and electric
components [9]
5
For example, by the introduction of the Zero-Emission Vehicle mandate adopted 1990 by the California
Air resource board further discussed in [10].
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The resent years’ development has however resulted in a dramatic improvement of Li-Ion
batteries where for example the energy density has increased from below 100 Wh/kg in 1990
to about 250 Wh/kg in 2010. At the same time the costs has been lowered from about
$3000/kWh down to about $500/kWh in 2010 [11]. Since then battery costs have fallen
further and there are now reports of costs of about $300/kWh [12]. Although the current trend
indeed seems promising the price is still regarded as too high to reach a general
commercialization of the BEV (commonly considered to need a battery cost of about
$150/kWh [12]). This makes one of the most well recognized drawbacks of the BEV, the
limited range, to linger on. In combination with long recharging times this has since long been
seen as a major obstacle for the technology. Different types of hybrid cars, which combine
some benefits of the electric drivetrain with a long range provided by an internal combustion
engine have therefore been discussed for almost as long as the electric car has been around.6
The hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), uses the engine as its primary source of energy and cannot
be recharged from the grid since it is equipped with a rather small battery. Still by temporarily
storing energy in the battery, the HEV can recover braking energy and let the whole drivetrain
function more efficiently. While the HEV mainly leads to a more efficient fuel use the plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) has the possibility to substitute a large share of the fuel by
electricity from the grid. The internal combustion engine (ICE) is working as a range
extender, when the battery is emptied, and possibly also in parallel to the motor for power
delivery. It can basically be an HEV with a larger energy battery that can be charged from the
electricity grid (e.g. Toyota Prius PHEV) but it can also be designed with a more powerful
electric powertrain (e.g. Chevrolet Volt). Because the PHEV, unlike the BEV, does not suffer
from range limitation it can be fitted with a smaller battery well suited for the user’s specific
driving needs, which increases the possibilities to reach a high utilization rate of the battery
and a low total cost of ownership (TCO). The extra powertrain investment cost for carrying
two drivetrains can however be substantial.
The PHEV (as well as the BEV) requires a greening of the electricity system to result in any
larger amounts of greenhouse gas reductions [14-16]. However, in the EU the electricity
system’s emissions are capped by the EU emissions trading system (EU ETS). Increased use
of electricity in transport should thus not lead to increased CO2 emissions as long as the cap of
the trading system is kept. Even without a trading scheme, decarbonizing the electricity

6

Ferdinand Porsche built the first hybrid car around 1900. It had hub-mounted electric motors and could be powered
by a battery and a gasoline engine generator [13].	
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production is seen as a simpler task than a decarbonization of the road transport. Switching to
electric energy in transport should therefore facilitate an easier transition [17]. It is however
still difficult to assess the PHEVs potential for greenhouse gas reduction simply because this
depends on its resulting share of electric driving.
The PHEVs potential for fuel replacement
The ‘fuel economy’ of the PHEV is complicated compared to other vehicle technologies since
the power to propel the vehicle can be either a chemical fuel (e.g. gasoline, diesel) or
electricity. To estimate how large share of the driving that will be electric in a PHEV is thus
important to better understand suitable battery sizing and the resulting consumer viability [1820]. It is also important on a societal level to understand the future market penetration of the
PHEV and its potential societal benefits in terms of reduced fossil fuel use, greenhouse gas
emissions, local pollution and energy security concerns. For a given battery size, the share of
electric driving depends on driving style (aggressive/defensive) but even more so on general
car movement patterns such as length of trips, duration of parking, and access to charging
[18].7 This suggests that good information on individual car movement patterns in terms of
trip distances and time, duration and location of car parking would considerably enhance the
assessment of the PHEV’s potential for fuel replacement.

1.1   AIM
The main aim of this thesis is to assess the potential to reduce fuel use in Swedish passenger
car transport through an introduction of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) (paper I, II
and III). This has been achieved by taking departure in the following general questions:
-What do the characteristics of individual Swedish car movement patterns imply for the
possibilities to reduce fuel use through an introduction of PHEVs?
-How large share of the driving can be expected to be electric?
-How viable is the PHEV?
-What is an optimal battery size for the PHEV?
The thesis also includes an assessment of the potential for brake energy regeneration in
Swedish driving (paper IV).
7

Comprehensive datasets on car movements are also needed for simulation and optimization of powertrains and
software development [21, 22].
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Paper I, II and III investigate, to various extent, how large share of the driving that potentially
can be electric. For example, for an individual driver (paper I), for an individual two-car
household (paper III) and for the fleet of studied vehicles (paper I, II and III). The economic
viability compared to an HEV is assessed in paper I and II while in paper III we investigate
the economic viability compared to the BEV. An individually optimal battery range to
minimize total cost of ownership (TCO) is studied in paper I while in paper II we study the
fleet optimized battery ranges to maximize the number of drivers reaching viability with a
PHEV; to minimize the total cost of ownership; and to maximize the electric driving. TCOoptimal battery ranges are investigated for a two-car household under three different usage
strategies in paper III. The analyzes are all done by utilizing two comprehensive data sets of
GPS-measured Swedish car movements further described in Chapter 3.

1.2   OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
Chapter 1

The first Chapter provides a general background to why the plug-in electric
vehicle (PHEV) is considered as a potential solution to some of the problems
related to passenger car transport. The main aim of the thesis is also described.

Chapter 2

This chapter includes a summarized overview of earlier studies relating to the
questions studied in this thesis.

Chapter 3

The third chapter presents the two GPS-measured car movement data sets that
have been utilized in the analysis and describes how the measured data have
been corrected.

Chapter 4

This chapter provides an overview and discussion of the methodology that
constitute the basis for the analyses in paper I, II and III and concerns how we
describe the PHEV investment cost and how we model the costs and benefits
of marginal battery range.

Chapter 5

The fifth chapter gives a short summary of the aim and main findings of each
of the thesis’ four articles.

Chapter 6

The last chapter presents some final remarks.
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2   RELATED WORK
This chapter provides an introduction to how earlier studies have represented car movements,
estimated share of electric driving, suggested optimal battery sizing and discussed economic
viability of the PHEV. In addition, the chapter also contains a review of studies related to
brake energy regeneration which is included for paper IV.

2.1  AVAILABLE CAR MOVEMENT DATA
A large variety of data has been collected to be able to analyze different aspects of road
traffic. Measurements of total traffic flows on roads have been conducted to for example
increase knowledge about road capacity limitations. More detailed data on shorter drive
cycles have been used to create car emission models and to analyze driving behavior. Earlier
studies assessing the PHEV’s environmental benefits and/or user economics through reduced
fuel use, have often used simplified statistics based on travel surveys or similar data to
describe the car movement pattern [23-46]. National and/or regional travel surveys are
gathered on a regular basis in many countries but they are focused on the travel behavior of
persons rather than the movement pattern of cars. These often self-reported surveys have also
been recognized to underestimate the travelling, due to a certain share of non-reported trips
[47, 48]. In addition, the measurement period is usually only one day (as in Sweden) or
sometimes up to a week [49]. Travel surveys can be of great importance to estimate average
travel behavior of people in a certain country or region but are less useful to understand dayto-day variation in the usage of an individual car. The latter is problematic since individual
car movements have been shown to vary considerably from day to day [50-52] and it is
therefore important to use data from longer measurement periods when assessing the potential
share of electric driving for the individual car [18, 20, 29], and by extension, the total cost of
ownership and range limitation problems an individual driver may experience.
A more detailed picture of individual car’s movement is possible to achieve by measurement
of time, speed and position with GPS (Global Positioning System) equipment. There are a
limited number of GPS-measured data sets gathered and publicly available but most have
been collected during a short time period, for specific purposes or have been focused on a
smaller area. In North America, earlier measurements include for example a one-day
measurement of 227 vehicles in St Louis, used to assess the PHEVs real world energy use
[19]. Puget Sound Regional Council’s 2007 traffic choices study [53] was originally
conducted to analyze changes in travel behavior as a response to (hypothetical) road tolling in
the Seattle metropolitan area. This data set includes loggings of about 450 cars and has for
7	
  
	
  

instance been used to estimate total cost of ownership for BEVs and PHEVs [54-57]. The
commute Atlanta study [58], a Georgia Tech project measuring commuters active within
Atlanta metropolitan area, has been used to estimate the range requirement for BEVs and to
analyze the importance of access to charging [59, 60]. The first phase of this project included
up to one year of logging of 445 cars from 273 households. In Canada, Department of
Geography at University of Winnipeg, has been logging 76 cars in Winnipeg to be able to, for
instance, assess the prerequisites for electrification with PHEVs [61-64]. European data sets
include an Italian set where part of the data gathered from at least 650,000 cars for insurance
purposes (by a private company) was used to analyze various aspects of electrification in and
around the Firenze and Modena regions [65-67]. In Denmark, a total of 360 cars were tracked
with GPS for 14 to 100 days in 2001-2003. The data only regards cars belonging to families
with one car and living in Greater Copenhagen, and only to families attached to the labor
market [68]. There is also a Chinese data set from Beijing where 112 vehicles were measured
with GPS from June 2012 until March 2013 as part of Beijing passenger car travel survey, and
this car movement data has for example been used to assess the energy demand and battery
sizing for PHEVs in Beijing [69-71]. Data over multiday driving behavior has also been
collected with GPS in Australia (Sydney). The original purpose was to assess behavioral
change to a financial intervention but the data has also been utilized to assess the feasibility of
battery electric vehicles for day-to-day driving [72].
Many of the electric vehicles sold so far have also been subjected to various measurements.
Part of the EV-project includes collecting travel and recharging data from privately driven
Chevrolet Volt [73]. In California, drivers of PHEVs and BEVs have been asked about
charging practices, showing that the Toyota Prius PHEV owners charge less often than the
Chevrolet Volt owners [74]. Real world usage of PHEVs was also studied in [75] where the
Volt owners were found reaching an average share of electric driving of 78% but with large
differences between individual drivers. Although it is highly important to understand the
actual usage of PHEVs, these very early adopters of the technology are not expected to be
representative for the average car owner.
There are also some GPS data available from Sweden. For example, a small set of cars from
Västerås were logged for about two weeks with the purpose of verifying modelling of driving
behavior and emissions [76]. In this project the measurement equipment was installed in 5
specifically prepared vehicles, which then were placed in 29 families, where they substituted
8	
  
	
  

for a car of similar size. Another project was carried out within and in the proximity of Lund
with the purpose to analyze the impact and acceptability of Intelligent Speed Adaptation
(ISA) equipment [77]. Here about 200 cars were logged for about 100 days. Although
valuable, both these datasets are covering limited geographic regions and are today about 15
years old.
Thus, until now there has not been any public data set available, that has been gathered with
the purpose of getting a representative data set for car movement patterns in any country or
larger region over a longer time period. This thesis utilizes GPS-measurements of Swedish car
movement patterns collected with the specific purpose to assess the possibilities of
electrification of passenger cars. The two data sets are further described in Chapter 3.

2.2  SHARE OF ELECTRIC DRIVING
As mentioned in the introduction, it is of importance to estimate how large share of the
driving that will be electric in a PHEV to understand suitable battery sizing and the
possibilities for the individual driver to reach economic viability [18-20]. It is also essential to
understand the PHEVs potential societal benefits in terms of reduced fossil fuel use,
greenhouse gas emissions and local pollution. Earlier studies have commonly used the term
utility factor (UF) to describe a PHEVs share of electric driving. The UF can be described as
the share of driving conducted in charge depleting (CD) mode compared to charge sustaining
mode (CS) [57, 78]. Although still frequently used in the literature we have in this work
chosen to instead use the term share of electric driving or electric drive fraction (EDF) defined
as the share of the driving [km] propelled with electricity from the grid, or otherwise
externally supplied.8 In the following review we do however consider studies who used UF,
share of electric driving or simply fuel reduction.
The typical study evaluating the share of electric driving with a PHEV do so by investigating
one or a few number of different battery sizes used by an average driver or when used by
every driver in a vehicle fleet [30-34, 55, 57, 70, 71]. Both travel surveys [30-34] and GPSmeasured car movement patterns [55-57, 70, 71] have been used to estimate the share of a
PHEVs driving that can be expected to be electric. There are however also some studies
evaluating the actual share of electric driving among PHEVs that are on the road today [7375].
8

The reason for doing so is simply that share of electric driving and electric drive fraction are terms that are more selfexplanatory than the term utility factor.
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Survey based studies
Based on American travel survey data Zhang et al. 2014 show that a PHEV of 16 and 40
miles reach about 45% and 70% fuel reduction, respectively, compared to a HEV [30], while
Kelly et al. 2012 report that a PHEV of 42 miles would in their base scenario reach a UF of
about 67% [31]. Duigou et al. 2014 report based on French travel survey data that a driver
averaging 15,000 km of driving per year could reach up to 40% electric driving with a PHEV
of 20 km range [32]. Based on data from Mobilität in Deutschland 2004, Özdemir et al. 2012
find that 25 and 50 km range would result in about 50 and close to 80% electric driving
respectively [33]. Based on Mobilität in Deutschland 2008, Redelbach et al. 2014 report
results for an average driver (15,000 km/year) and find that a PHEV of 20, 40 and 60 km of
range would result in 40, 60 and 75% of electric driving, respectively [34].
Studies based on GPS-measured car movement data
Based on the car movement data from Seattle, Wu et al. 2013 describe the expected reduction
in fuel use to be consistent with the findings of Zhang et al. 2014 described above [54, 30].
Wu et al. 2014 investigate how earlier travel-survey-based estimates of the utility factor (UF)
on a fleet level compare to similar estimates based on GPS-measured data from Seattle [57].
They find the fleet UF based on Seattle data is larger than the corresponding UF based on
travel survey data and that workplace charging could largely improve the UF for short ranged
batteries. Based on the same Seattle data set, Neubaur et al. 2012 find for a home-chargingonly scenario the share of electric driving for PHEV of 15 and 45 miles to be about 48 and
80%, respectively [55]. Zhang et al. 2014 have derived UFs from GPS-measured vehicles
from Beijing passenger car travel survey, and find a PHEV of 20 and 50 km results in a UF of
42 and 74%, respectively, when only charging at night, rising to 59 and 83%, respectively,
when also assuming possibility to charge at public parkings (workplace, school, etc.) [70].
The same dataset is also used to compare the UF from Beijing with the UF based on
American travel survey data which results in 23% lower share of electric driving in Beijing
for a 50 km range-PHEV [71].
Studies evaluating actual PHEV users
Smart et al. 2013 use data collected from 1400 privately owned Chevrolet Volt and conclude
that the share of electric driving (73%) achieved by these early adopters is higher than
estimates (66.5%) based on the national travel survey (NHTS) [73]. Plötz et al. 2015 analyze
data from 1800 Chevrolet Volt driven in the US and Canada, and from 150 other PHEVs
(Toyota Prius PHEV, Mitsubishi Outlander, Opel Ampera, Volvo V60) driven in Germany
10	
  
	
  

[75]. The observed share of electric driving for the Volt was 79% while that for Prius PHEV
was 39% (only 88 observations though). The variance of empirical PHEV fuel economy was
found to be considerably higher than for conventional vehicles. By using an online survey
concerning charging habits among 600 Volt and 800 Prius PHEV owners in California, Tal et
al. 2013 estimate the share of electric driving in a Volt and a Prius PHEV to about 80 and
26%, respectively. The Prius PHEV scores low because of the shorter battery range but also
because of an in general lower charging frequency [74].
The above studies have primarily focused on assessment of the share of electric driving on a
fleet level or for an average driver. Although the expected share of electric driving for an
average driver or for the fleet in general could be enough for many research question, it is
insufficient to use in assessments of battery sizing for the individual driver. The latter is, as
earlier mentioned, interesting for the understanding of the general viability of the PHEV and
is especially important when trying to understand what type of drivers that could be seen as
potential early adopters.

2.3  HOW VIABLE IS THE PHEV?
The possibilities of the PHEV to affect the passenger car fleet’s overall fuel use, greenhouse
gas emissions and contribution to local pollution will depend on the level of market
penetration. To understand the implications and possibilities for a large-scale introduction of
PHEVs, it is therefore necessary to study the viability of the PHEV. Car buyers that are
environmentally conscious and/or interested in new technology could be prepared to pay extra
for a PHEV compared to a conventional vehicle, but it is likely that the PHEV needs to be
economically preferable to the alternatives to be able to reach a higher market share. The
PHEV has, compared to a conventional vehicle, a high investment cost but holds also an
opportunity to offset this extra investment cost through lower running costs.
Market diffusion
The actual car purchase decision is influenced by a large number of factors beyond the total
cost of ownership, such as: household income, buyer’s car brand preference, available
models, access to information, environmental consciousness, interest in new technology etc.
To actually predict how well the PHEVs will perform on the market is therefore difficult
based on comparison of the TCO only, and is therefore outside the scope of this thesis. See for
example Al-Alawi et al. 2013 for a review over HEV, PHEV and BEV market modelling in
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the US where the most commonly used methods were found to be agent based models,
consumer choice models and diffusion rate and time series models [79].
Viable compared to what?
What today should count as a “conventional” vehicle (CV) is somewhat ambiguous. Driven to
a large extent by the increasingly stricter regulations on fuel use and CO2 emissions, the ongoing trend towards more fuel-efficient cars has led to various degrees of hybridization of the
powertrain. A wide variety of models up to and including full hybrids are successfully
marketed and sold, and most cars will soon have at least a stop/start system. Earlier studies
concerning the economic performance of the PHEV have for example compared the PHEV to
a CV [56], an HEV [35], both a CV and an HEV [37-39], while some also compared to a
BEV [40-42].
Powertrain design of the PHEV
Also PHEV technology varies. Many manufacturers have introduced PHEV models that differ
with respect to battery range, power of the electric powertrain, and departure from the
manufacturer’s non-PHEV models. For example, the Toyota Prius PHEV builds on its
original gasoline HEV-only Prius. The body design and fully integrated series/parallel hybrid
powertrain are at large the same in the PHEV as in the HEV. The first version of the PHEV
had, compared to other PHEVs, a relatively small battery with a moderate electricity-only
range of 20 km while the rest of the powertrain is kept intact with moderate electric power. It
could only go all electric up to 100 km/h and demanded therefore blended mode (using both
electricity and fuel) for highway driving. The new version from late 2016 is offered with an
all-electric range of approximately 35 km and can go all electric up to 130 km/h. On the other
hand, General Motors’ Chevrolet Volt/Opel Ampera is a PHEV with greater electric range,
about 85 km (first version about 60 km), with a reasonably small fuel engine as a range
extender. The electrical components are therefore necessarily designed for electric drive and
for meeting all the power requirements of the vehicle. The vehicle only exists as a PHEV with
its own design, which differs from those of all other (hybrid and non-hybrid) vehicles in the
GM family.
Thus, depending on the market perception of both how a PHEV should be designed and the
requirement on its electric powertrain, as well as of what the alternative conventional/hybrid
car looks like, it is possible that the transition from the fuel-efficient conventional/hybrid car
to the PHEV may involve a small or a large change of the electric powertrain and its
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performance. This implies, besides the extra costs for a smaller or larger PHEV battery, a
smaller or a larger powertrain cost corresponding to the level of technical change. Some
studies evaluating the PHEVs viability only consider one PHEV powertrain type [35, 37-40].
Lin et al. 2012 even assume that the battery cost is the only difference in investment cost
between an HEV and a PHEV [35]. There are however a number of studies that consider
different PHEV powertrains [41, 42, 56]. Bishop et al. 2014 compared cost effectiveness of
alternative powertrains for reducing energy use and CO2 emissions in passenger cars. They
simulate series and parallel PHEVs and found that in both cases the HEV is more cost
effective [41]. Khan et al. 2012 performed a cost comparison between Chevrolet Volt and
Chevrolet Cruse and found that vehicles that travels more than 30 miles per day on average
will need a little more than ten years to pay back the extra initial investment through running
cost savings. The Toyota Prius PHEV needed about 12 years to pay back the extra investment
cost compared to a Toyota Corolla [56]. Hutchinsson et al. 2014 on the other hand concluded
that a hybrid synergy drive (HSD) PHEV (i.e. Toyota Prius PHEV) could be a competitive
option compared to mild hybrids, full hybrids and conventional vehicles depending on the
share of city driving and on energy cost savings. The series PHEV (Chevrolet Volt) was on
the other hand not found to be competitive due to high investment costs and slow payback
from running cost savings [42].
Cost of battery capacity
Batteries are still relatively expensive, making the economic viability of the PHEV dependent
on the degree to which the available energy capacity is utilized. Earlier studies have
commonly focused on total battery cost without discussing the marginal cost and its effect on
cost-effective battery sizing. Lin et al. 2012 have however studied the marginal gains and
costs for individual drivers of PHEVs from an incremental increase of the battery range and
showed that the PHEV can be ready to compete with the HEV at a battery cost of $450/kWh
and a fuel price of roughly $1/liter (4$/gallon) [35]. Some studies have also considered
marginal battery costs implicitly by analyzing the total cost of ownership for a number of ex
ante given battery sizes [30, 39, 40, 43, 44, 54, 55]. Neubauer et al. 2012 found the battery
range to have a small impact on the TCO for a PHEV [55], while Peterson et al. 2012 reached
the conclusion that short-range PHEVs would reduce gasoline consumption more per dollar
spent than large range PHEVs [43]. Michalek et al. 2011 and Wu et al. 2014 discussed the
difficulty for large batteries to offset the marginal battery cost with corresponding marginal
cost savings [44, 54].
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Running cost savings
To investigate if the relatively high investment cost of the PHEV can be offset by a lower
running cost over time it is common to assess the total cost of ownership over the car’s
lifetime [35, 37, 38, 41, 42, 56]. As discussed in section 2.2 the car movement pattern will
determine the possibilities for electric driving. This will in turn together with the cost for
gasoline and electricity determines the possibilities for running cost savings, while typically
omitting other potential cost differences, such as maintenance costs [35, 37, 38, 41, 42, 56].
There does not seem to be any clear consensus in how the economic viability of the PHEV
should be evaluated. The results above suggest that the PHEVs investment cost is dependent
on battery size and powertrain design (of both the PHEV and the vehicle of comparison)
while the running cost savings depends on battery size in combination with the individual
driver’s car movement pattern and faced energy costs. An evaluation of the PHEV’s
economic viability that take the above-mentioned factors into account under Swedish
conditions has not previously been conducted.

2.4  WHAT IS AN OPTIMAL BATTERY SIZE FOR THE PHEV?
As discussed above, the PHEVs battery range has a strong influence on the share of electric
driving and the economic viability. There is therefore of importance to study what an optimal
battery range would be. A number of studies have analyzed optimal driving ranges for PHEVs
[33-38, 45, 46, 63, 69]. There are however many possible objectives to which a PHEV battery
could be optimized for. Some have investigated optimality through minimizing the total cost
of ownership (TCO) [34, 35, 63, 69]. Others have compared the tradeoffs between minimizing
TCO versus minimizing GHG emissions or fuel use [33, 36-38]. Meinrenken et al. 2014 have,
without considering the resulting economic viability, optimized battery range to minimize
greenhouse gas emissions over the cars life time [45]. Kontou et al. 2015 instead translated
the costs of GHG emissions into monetary terms to find an optimal battery range that
minimizes total societal cost during the car’s lifetime [46]. The battery range can be argued to
indirectly have been optimized in Peterson et al. 2012, who analyzed cost effectiveness of
subsidizing PHEVs for reducing gasoline consumption, and in Michalek et al. 2011, who
assessed the potential for reducing oil consumption and air emissions by introducing HEVs,
PHEVs, or BEVs [43], [44].
The studies above give a somewhat diverging view on what an optimal battery range for the
PHEV should be. Shiau et al. 2009, Michalek et al. 2011, and Kontou et al. 2015 found that
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low-range PHEVs minimize the TCO, the cost of fuel reduction, and the total societal cost,
respectively [37, 44, 46]. Redelbach et al. 2014 optimize battery sizes for series and parallel
PHEVs and show that there are significant differences in optimal battery size between
different powertrain designs due to assumed need for blended mode driving in the parallel
drivetrain [34]. Lin et al. 2012 suggest that the optimal battery range for an individual driver
is about two thirds of the daily driving distance at a battery cost of $450/kWh delivered price
and a gasoline price of $4/gallon ($1.06/liter) [35]. Meinrenken et al. 2014 found a battery
range of 35 and 140 km to be optimal for the PHEV under current US electricity grid-mix and
in a scenario where electricity was produced with solar and wind, respectively [45]. Shiau et
al. 2010 and Shiau et al. 2011 point out that for the purpose of GHG reduction, the optimal
battery range would increase as the use of fossil fuels decrease in power generation [37, 38].
What should be considered as an optimal battery range seems to be dependent on the chosen
objective function for the optimization. There are several stakeholders that in different ways
possibly could influence the battery range of the PHEV, for example, manufacturers through
design choices, drivers through purchase decisions and society through policies and
regulation. It is therefore difficult to say what a likely or desirable development of the PHEVs
battery design looks like and to what extent it will fulfil different objectives that possibly
reflect different stakeholder’s interests.

2.5  REGENERATIVE BRAKING
A common feature for all but the simplest systems for electrification of vehicle drivetrains is
the ability to regenerate energy when braking. The amount of energy that can be regenerated
is of interest to understand the viability of regeneration technology and its possibilities to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, local pollutants, energy insecurity and driver’s running
costs. The expected energy savings depends on how the car is driven, but also on the
regeneration power capacity, general drivetrain design and on the control strategy. Many
studies have therefore been focused on evaluating drivetrain design and/or control strategies
of different hybrids by testing the new designs and/or control strategies on standardized drive
cycles (see for example [80-88]), which enables an easy comparison with earlier studies. In
addition, the test cycles are what matters for the car producers when the fuel use regulations
of the car need to be fulfilled.
The test cycles’ ability to represent real world driving has however been questioned. For
example, the new European drive cycle (NEDC), used for emission certification and fuel use
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labelling in Europe, is not very representative of real-world driving [89, 90]. It does not, for
instance, include the vertical driving profile, although a number of studies have shown the
importance of road grade for fuel consumption and emissions [91-93] also in the analysis of
hybrid and electric vehicles [94, 95].
The drive cycle of the upcoming Worldwide harmonized Light vehicle Test Procedure
(WLTP) includes more realistic accelerations and more dynamic speed variations to reach
more accurate fuel and emission estimates [89]. Although improved, this drive cycle still
includes somewhat low levels of accelerations compared to how many drivers actually drive,
since the cycle has to be drivable by all cars [89], and data on road gradient are still not
included.
Although there are strong indications both that the standardized test cycles are not very
representative for real world driving and although the type of driving is of importance for the
potential brake energy regeneration, the number of studies assessing the potential for brake
energy regeneration in real world driving are few and the data used in these studies have so
far been not been representative of any larger group of drivers and commonly collected from
one or a small number of predefined routes (see for example [95, 96]). Another problem with
standardized test cycles is that the diversity in between individual drivers in the car fleet is
missed, which would be of importance for example when analyzing which drivers could be
expected to reach highest benefits from hybridization.
How large energy savings that can be expected from brake energy technology in real world
driving and how the results differs between individual drivers have not been studied to any
larger extent. It would therefore be possible to increase the knowledge on the potential for
brake energy regeneration by utilizing data from Swedish real world driving.
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3   CAR MOVEMENT DATA
This chapter presents the two GPS-measured car movement data sets that have been utilized
in the analyses and describes how the measured data have been corrected and used.

3.1  MEASUREMENT PROJECT I: THE SWEDISH CAR MOVEMENT DATA PROJECT
The aim of the Swedish car movement data project was to gather and analyze a larger amount
of data on the characteristics and distribution of individual movements for privately driven
cars in Sweden by measurement with GPS equipment. This was done specifically to enable a
more well-informed assessment of PHEVs and other electrified vehicles. Therefore, there was
an active choice to focus on relatively new cars (≈100 months or younger) since their
movement patterns are more likely to be relevant in a purchase of a new car.9 For an inquiry
about participation in the project, cars were randomly selected from the Swedish vehicle
register, which includes both privately owned cars and company cars. Company cars were
identified by addressing the inquiry letter to the driver of the specified car and asking if it was
a company car and if it was used for private driving. If so it was of interest for the project.
About 7% percent of the requests got a positive answer. The extracted cars were registered in
the county of Västra Götaland or in Kungsbacka municipality. This region has a population of
about 1.6 million inhabitants and 0.7 million cars, which corresponds to about 1/6 of Swedish
total population and car fleet, respectively. The cars are reasonably representative for Sweden
in terms of fleet composition, car ownership, household size, and distribution on larger (for
example it includes Gothenburg, the second-largest town in Sweden) and smaller towns and
rural areas, and therefore probably also concerning the movement patterns. A questionnaire
was sent to all participants to gather some complementary data on the logged cars, their
drivers and households, such as age of the drivers and number of cars in the household.
The loggings were done in campaigns during all seasons from June 2010 to September 2012.
The cars were logged with a relatively high frequency of 2.5 Hz to also make it possible to
use the data for more detailed analysis of the driving, which is also fully utilized in paper IV.
The logged data includes, for example, time, position (latitude and longitude), altitude and
velocity (speed and direction). The raw data were stored in an SQL database, then a
processing of the raw data was performed to provide the material in a more accessible format.
The result was stored in yet another SQL database, called the “analysis database”. The
9

Many people who buy a new car will however, not keep it for as long as 100 months, which means that in the data set
there are also loggings from cars, which were bought second hand.
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analysis database holds data on three levels. The first level contains second by second data
similar to the raw data but now smaller apparent anomalies are corrected and the data is
organized into trips. Absence of loggings for more than 10 seconds denotes the start of a new
trip, while shorter gaps of data in between loggings are interpreted as a data loss and was
interpolated. The second level provides statistical data for each trip such as times and
locations for trip start/stop, travelled distance, averages of speed, of speed squared, and of
speed cubed, trip duration, number of interpolated data gaps and values. The third level holds
statistical data for each device/vehicle such as total distance travelled during the measurement
period, points of time for first/last measurement, average speed for all driving, total number of
trips etc.
Altogether around 770 households have had GPS equipment sent to them for measurement of
their car’s movements. Some of these have not installed the equipment or the equipment has
not registered any data. 529 of the vehicles that have registered data have had their
movements logged for 30 days or more, that is, the difference between first and last gathered
data is at least 30 days. The data has later been further filtered and/or repaired depending on
the specific need in each project (see section 3.3). For a more extensive description of the
measurement project see [97] or the final report [98].

3.2  MEASUREMENT PROJECT II: THE TWO-CAR HOUSEHOLD
The overall objective behind this measurement project was to enable an assessment of the
potential for a BEV to replace one of the conventional cars in Swedish commuting two-car
households. The car movement data was derived by simultaneous GPS logging of the
movement patterns of both (conventional) cars in two-car households for about two to three
months. Households were randomly drawn from the Swedish vehicle register and restricted to
households:
-within 13 Swedish municipalities around and including Gothenburg
-which possess exactly, and only, two private cars,
-with both cars of model year 2002 or younger,
-with both cars ≤ 200 kW of engine maximum power,
-with car owner(s) < 65 years old.
Of the around 331 000 private cars in the targeted region 48% belong to many-car households
and 33% are in 2-car households. With the further restrictions mentioned above the number is
reduced to about 37 000 or 11% of the private cars in the region.
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Through the participation request the households were further restricted to households
-with ≥ 2 actively used driving licenses,
-with commuting with at least one car ≥ 10 km one way.
These restrictions were made to as much as possible target two-car households with a
reasonable amount of frequent and possibly simultaneous driving of cars, and with cars that
could be replaced with a similar, but electric car.
When a positive answer to participation was obtained (around 5% of the distributed requests)
two GPS logging equipment were sent by mail to be mounted by the owner(s) themselves.
The participating households were also asked to fill in a smaller questionnaire concerning
household composition, car use, commuting, towing, and home charging options. The
loggings were performed with 2.5 or 1 Hz and the raw data was, similar to measurement
project I, stored in an SQL data base and later processed into a more accessible format in the
“analysis database”.

3.3  DATA CORRECTION
Data is sometimes missing for various reasons (e.g. because of loose contact in power supply,
lost satellite connection). As mentioned above, interruptions in trips shorter than 10 seconds
are interpreted as a data loss and are interpolated. The GPS-equipment also needs some time
(often about 30 seconds) in the beginning of each trip to find satellites before it starts logging.
Thus, the first start-up phase for each trip is consequently missed. The problems are handled
differently depending on the intended use of the data set and following sections will describe
the repairing method used for the four papers
Paper I and II, measurement project I
The data demanded for the analyses of paper I and II is individual car movement patterns in
the form of drivers’ distances travelled together with the time of standstill in between the trips
over at least a 30 days’ measurement period. The data missing in the beginning of each trip
was estimated as the distance (as the crow flies) between the start position of logging and the
stop location of the previous trip. Of all the trips, about 70% and 90% had a distance between
start and previous stop shorter than 100 m and 500m, respectively. A long distance between
stop location of a trip and start location of the next trip, may however not only arise from
delayed logging but might be caused by losses in data (because loss of data longer than 10
seconds gives two trips in the analysis data base). As mentioned, a simple way to adjust for
the missed distance is to just add it as the crow flies to the trip's distance it is however
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difficult to know when and for how long time the car had been driving in between the
recorded trips. A maximum of 5% of damaged trips was allowed per car movement pattern.
This reduced the number of usable car movement patterns from the 529 with 30 days’
measurement or more down to 378 car movement patterns that also had at maximum 5%
damaged trips. Some data losses could be repaired by utilizing a trip advisor tool to estimate
distance and travel time between the points where data was missing. When the time suggested
for travel a certain distance roughly corresponded to the time period of the missing data, it
was assumed that the time was used to travel the missing distance. The number of car
movement patterns with acceptable data increased to 432 when accepting mended trips as
undamaged and keeping the tolerance level at maximum 5%.
Paper III, measurement project II
Around 130 households received logging equipment under the second measurement project,
but in paper III the investigation is restricted to 64 households with good data quality for both
cars simultaneously for an analysis period of 1.5 to 2.5 months. Good data quality means here
that we have the needed data, or have been able with reasonable certainty to reconstruct it, for
all home-to-home trips in the analysis period in the form of distances driven, as well as
departure and arrival positions and points of time. This means that, days with uncertainty in at
least one of the cars driving data have been excluded. Adjustment in distances have been
made for GPS registration of ferry trips and of garage parking, during which, due to bad
signal conditions, the GPS has falsely detected ongoing car movements. Trip distances for
shorter losses (for instance, at starts of trips) have been adjusted (as the crow flies) to the
arrival points of the previous trip. Occasionally, when needed for longer losses of registration,
the adjustment has been made with an estimated loss of distance depending on assumed
driving along the road network.
Paper IV, measurement project I
Paper IV utilizes the speed and altitude profile of individual car movement pattern that were
measured for more than 30 days. Mending data with the help of a trip advisor tool is for this
paper of little use since neither the speed or the altitude profile can be recovered. The data
sample used in paper IV is therefore limited to the 378 vehicles, which only showed signs of
missing data for less than 5% of the trips.
Some quality aspects of the measured position data with a focus on the altitude have been
assessed by comparing the logged altitude from two countryside road sections frequently
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driven in both directions to reference road altitude data from the Swedish Transport
Administration [99]. The main errors in the logged altitude, originating from differences in
atmospheric conditions, were found to vary only slowly in time and space. Changes in
satellite constellation of the measurement introduced insignificant errors; the standard
deviation for adjacent points in time was 127 mm compared to 123 mm for non-changing
constellation. Rapid error changes can also be a result of signal reflections in nearby
structures such as building in cities, but these have not been evaluated.
During longer parking hours the conditions in terms of atmospheric conditions can change so
that the difference in altitude measurement in between trips can be relatively large. This
makes it difficult to in a reliable way compensate for the loss of altitude data in the beginning
of each trip. It is however possible to roughly compensate for the missed speed data in the
beginning of each trip by including an estimated speed with moderate acceleration up to the
first logged speed value. This was done to prevent a systematic underestimate of the total
energy use.
In addition, the data have been filtered to reduce and remove the above described errors from
differences in atmospheric conditions, signal reflections and other possible noise in the
measurement that could lead to an overestimation of the available braking energy. First, data
collected under bad signal conditions are removed. Then, speed and altitude data are filtered
through a low pass filter to exclude noise resulting from the limitations in measurement
accuracy and logging frequency. Acceleration/deceleration and road gradient at time t were
derived from the filtered speed and altitude data at t ± 1 and finally unrealistic values at this
stage were also filtered.10 We have found that the above described errors occasionally could
add power levels of around 1 kW to the drive cycle while more typically adding power of
around 0.1 kW and they should not affect our main results to any larger extent since the
studied braking power varies from 0 to 50 kW.

10

Maximum allowed acceleration/deceleration is here limited to ±10 m/s2, and maximum road grade is limited to 15%.
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4   A PHEV MODEL
This chapter provides an overview of the PHEV model that constitute the methodological base
of paper I, II and III.
To facilitate a focus on the effects of individual car movement patterns, identical (except for
battery size) PHEVs were assumed, characterized by the specific energy uses e e (electricity)
and e f (fuel) [kWh/km] in the charge-depleting (CD) and charge-sustaining (CS) mode,
respectively. The PHEV all-electric range AER [km] is the maximum possible distance driven
in the CD mode and the battery was assumed to maintain its properties throughout the car’s
economic lifetime.11 The extra weight from enlarging the battery was ignored since the weight
increase will make a rather small difference to the vehicles energy demand.12 Although the
energy use in reality varies with battery size/weight, driving conditions, and properties such as
speed, driving aggressiveness, terrain, load, weather and road conditions, and the use of
auxiliary power (e.g., air conditioning), the specific energy uses are assumed constant, and the
total energy thus only depends on the distance driven in CS and CD mode, respectively. There
are two main reasons behind this choice: firstly, to be able to easily isolate the effects of
individuality in car movement patterns, and secondly, because the results are only to a smaller
extent affected by the above-mentioned factors, which is also further discussed in section 4.6.

4.1  ECONOMIC VIABILITY
As described earlier it is useful to study the economic viability of the PHEV to better
understand the possibilities for and implications of a large-scale introduction of PHEVs. For
the economic assessment of the PHEV we focused on the differences in total cost of
ownership (TCO) for a PHEV relative to an HEV. The HEV can in this case be seen as an
energy efficient future version of the CV and was assumed to have the same specific fuel use
as the PHEV in CS mode, e f . The difference in the TCO included any extra investment costs
and the annual running cost savings. All other costs, such as maintenance costs, were assumed
equal and thus could be omitted as has been done in several earlier studies [35, 37, 38, 40-42,
11

It is not likely that a battery replacement would be economically feasible. It is thus assumed that the PHEV battery
must be built to satisfy requirements over the cars lifetime.
12
According to [37] the extra weight for battery range will make the energy demand for a PHEV of 96 km range about
10% higher than for a PHEV of 11 km range (including extra structural weight to support a heavier battery). Also, we
do not know the weight of future batteries. Lower specific battery cost will give larger optimal batteries. This cost
decrease will probably mainly come as result of higher specific capacity (higher kWh/kg) leading to less increase over
time in the weight of the optimal battery, if any.
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56]. The extra annual cost 𝐶	
  [$/yr] for the PHEV comprised the annuity 𝛼 [yr-1] for the initial
investment costs IB and IP	
  [$] for the battery capacity and the powertrain, respectively.
𝐶 = 𝛼(𝐼' + 𝐼) )

(1)

IP includes any battery-capacity-independent investment cost for turning the HEV into a
PHEV, such as an on-board charger, increased maximum power of the electric drivetrain, and
also the cost for battery power. IB includes only the cost for the battery’s energy capacity. We
thus divided the total battery cost into a cost for power and a cost for energy capacity [100].
To take care of different possible PHEV designs we have aimed at using powertrain cost
levels which roughly correspond to the cost of “Prius-like” and “Volt-like” powertrain
designs. Argonne national laboratory (ANL) recently estimated future vehicle costs for
power-split PHEVs (i.e. Toyota Prius PHEV) and series PHEVs (i.e. Chevrolet Volt) at large
production volumes. From these estimates, we can deduce an estimated extra powertrain cost
compared to an HEV for 2020 of $270 and $1,600 for a power-split and series PHEV
respectively. With a markup cost of 50%13 the extra powertrain cost faced by the buyer of the
vehicle would be about $400 and $2,400 for a power-split and series PHEV, respectively
[101].14
We further assumed that the specific energy uses e e and e f are indifferent to powertrain cost
and we do not consider a blended CD mode in which both fuel and electricity are used for
propulsion. It should therefore be made clear that our examples of extra powertrain cost said
to resemble a “Prius-like” and a “Volt-like” case cannot be used to assess these two specific
models.15 In reality it is likely that the powertrain configuration does affect the specific energy
use to some extent. The difference will however primarily be found between a model that
demands blended mode driving and a model designed for pure CD mode driving. The first
version of the Toyota Prius PHEV could only go all electric under limited power. It thus
demanded blended mode driving in for example steep ascents and in all speeds above 100
km/h. Such a PHEV could then in practice result in considerably lower share of electric
driving than a comparable PHEV designed for electric driving in all power needs [34]. The
new Prius PHEV version, Prius Prime, can however handle somewhat higher power outtakes
13

A markup cost of 50% is for example used in [102].
This is somewhat lower than the values we used ($500 and $3,500 respectively) to exemplify extra powertrain costs
in paper I and II. The ANL figures could therefore suggest that more drivers would reach economic viability in paper I
and II and that the differences between studied objective functions in the “Volt-like” case of paper II would be
somewhat larger.
15
In addition, the two models are much different in both vehicle size and overall performance so even with accurate
numbers on energy use for these specific models it would not be a fair comparison of the economic viability of the
powertrain designs.
14
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(it can for example manage to go all electric up to 130 km/h). The focus of our analysis was
however not to perform a complete assessment of the differences between a “Prius-like” and a
“Volt-like” powertrain design but to assess if and how the extra powertrain cost affect the
individual driver’s possibilities to reach economic viability with a PHEV.

4.1.1   BATTERY UTILIZATION AND THE MARGINAL ELECTRIC DISTANCE
How individual drivers can utilize the PHEV battery is key to understand the possibility of
offsetting the relatively high investment cost of the PHEV with lower fuel costs. We analyzed
this by investigating the marginal benefit of marginal battery range in terms of extra km of
electric driving for each individual driver in the data set. It was assumed that the battery is
recharged only and fully in every parking period of at least size T h. In reality the charging
frequency may depend on the drivers’ charging habits [73, 74], but our results serve to show
the potential battery utilization. Recharging during all stops of 10 h or more efficiently picks
out night-time charging for most drivers. Charging during parking periods as short as 4 h can
emulate the opportunity to charge at work. The battery charging will in reality be dependent
on the available charging power and losses. For instance, 1*16A/230V can deliver a charging
rate of around 3 kW at the battery when the grid-to-battery losses are around 18%. This is in
par with the losses measured for charging of a BEV (Peugeot Ion) in Belgium [103]. It would
then be possible to charge the battery with electricity corresponding to 150 km and 60 km
range in 10 and 4 hours, respectively (assuming e e = 0.2 kWh/km). In paper I and II we
allow battery ranges up to 200 km and we can therefore not be certain that they always will be
fully charged after each parking of length T. These larger batteries could therefore in reality
result in somewhat lower share of electric driving. It should however be noted that many
parking stops can be longer than T hours and the battery will not always be completely empty
(especially when the battery is large). In the same way, most people stay about 8 hours at
work which increases the possibilities to charge an amount corresponding to 120 km of
driving instead of 60 km.16
It is also implicitly assumed that the drivers have access to charging at home and at work
which is not necessarily the case. Many people in cities rely on public parking and most
workplaces are not adapted to provide charging power. However as described earlier our
results are to be seen as describing the potential of an eventual introduction of PHEVs rather
than predicting the outcome from it.
16

In addition, most people do not travel as much as 120 km one way to work.
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With the above mentioned assumptions, for vehicle k, the annual electric mileage, De,k(AER,T)
[km/yr], is derived by summing the distances up to the all-electric range AER of all trips
between recharging periods of length T [20, 104]. The annual distance driven on fuel is
denoted Df,k (AER,T) [km/yr]. The marginal electric distance MEDk [

+,- 	
  //0	
   17
]
+,1

is defined as

the derivative of De,k with respect to the range AER:
;
𝑀𝐸𝐷+ 𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇 ≡ 𝐷:,+
(𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇)

(2)

So that:
𝐷:,+ (𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇) =

<=>
𝑀𝐸𝐷+
?

(𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇)𝑑𝐴𝐸𝑅

(3)

Figure 1 shows an MED curve for an illustrative movement pattern where the driver has
travelled 20 km or longer 270 times in a year (roughly 5 times per week on average). A
marginal battery range increase from 19 to 20 km would thus result in an extra 270 km of
electric distance travelled per year. Figure 2 shows the large individuality in between car
movement patterns, and the large variance compared to the average MED (black line). Some
cars will be used for distances over 100 km over 250 times a year while others travel 25 km or

Trips between stops (min 10h) sorted after distance [yr-1 ]
MEDk [(kme/yr)/km r]

longer less than 50 times a year.
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Figure 1: The curve (blue) gives the number of times per year an example vehicle k has driven a specific distance or
longer between stops of duration 10 h or more. It can also be seen as the resulting MED for a PHEV with all electric
range AER fulfilling vehicle k’s movement pattern and the battery is assumed fully charged in every stop of duration
10 h or more. The areas 𝐷:,+ and 𝐷A,+ are then the PHEV’s resulting yearly distance travelled on electricity and fuel,
respectively.
17

In economics, the marginal cost is defined as the derivate of the total cost with respect to the number of goods. The
marginal electric distance, MED, is defined analogously. In earlier work, we have used an equivalent variable, the
recharging frequency of the marginal battery capacity.
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Figure 2: The resulting marginal electric distance (MED) for 432 individual car movement patterns when assuming the
battery to be fully charged in every parking period of 10h or more.18 Depicted is also the average MED for the vehicle
fleet (black line).

4.1.2   OPTIMAL BATTERY SIZING
As earlier mentioned we ignore possible differences in maintenance costs, insurance costs,
etc., and focus on the running cost savings from replacing fuel with electricity. The annual
operational cost reduction Rk [$/yr] is found as the total electric distance multiplied by the
specific operational cost savings r [$/km] of using electricity instead of fuel. With the specific
energy uses ee (electricity) and ef (fuel) [kWh/km] in the CD and CS modes, respectively, and
prices pe and pf [$/kWh] for electricity and fuel, we have
𝑟 = (𝑝A 𝑒A − 𝑝: 𝑒: )

(4)

𝑅+ = 𝐷:,+ ∗ 𝑟

(5)

The annual per range marginal operational cost reduction Rk’ [$/km/yr] is found as
𝑅+ ’(𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇) = 𝑀𝐸𝐷+ (𝐴𝐸𝑅, 𝑇) ∗ 𝑟

(6)

Assuming the specific battery capacity cost a constant iB [$/kWh (nominal)] independent of
battery range, the per range marginal battery cost IB’ [$/km/yr], is
𝐼' ’ = 𝛼𝛽 IJ 𝑖' 𝑒:

(7)

where β [kWh (utilized)/kWh (nominal)] is the battery depth of discharge19.
18

Since the battery is assumed fully charged after 10h of parking it is possible to fit more than one charge per day,
explaining why the maximum MED is not 365.
19
Utilized capacity refers to the capacity corresponding to the maximum grid electricity stored. Outside this range in
state-of-charge, part of the nominal capacity can be used for hybrid energy management.
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We define MEDCOST as the MED for which, on the margin, the operational cost savings equal
the battery investment cost.20 This is also the MED that minimizes the total cost of ownership
for the individual driver. Combining Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) we get
𝑀𝐸𝐷LMNO = 	
  

PQ ’
0

	
   =

	
  RS TU VQ
WX

-X
--

(8)

IW-

The owner of a PHEV can offset a higher investment cost 𝐶 with reduced running costs 𝑅+ .
The (annual) net TCO savings 𝑆+ [$/yr] for PHEV k are given as:
𝑆+ = 𝑅+ − 𝐶

(9)
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Figure 3: The curve (blue) gives the number of times per year an example vehicle k has driven a specific distance or
longer between stops of duration 10 h or more. This MED curve in combination with an MED C O S T of 200 [

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

]

P
PP
(horizontal black line) results in an optimal battery size AER o p t . 𝐷:,+
together with 𝐷:,+
equals the total distance driven

on electricity (D e ,k ) and D f ,k is the distance traveled on fuel for vehicle k.
P
For the case of an optimal battery 𝐴𝐸𝑅+,ZW[ 𝑇 ,	
  we can further define 𝐷:,+
[km/yr] as the

annual electric distance, for which operational cost savings offset the cost for the battery
capacity investment, see Fig. 2, and get:
P
𝐷:,+
= 	
   𝑀𝐸𝐷LMNO 	
   ∗ 𝐴𝐸𝑅+,ZW[ (𝑇)

(10)

That is, the annuitized cost for battery-capacity-investment is
P
𝛼𝐼',+ = 𝑟 ∗ 𝐷:,+

20

(11)

MEDCOST is in paper I called MEDOPT.
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In the continuation, we call the cost reduction made available through the remaining electric
PP
distance 𝐷:,+
[km/yr]21, see Fig 3, the annual battery savings 𝑆',+ [$/yr]. It is useful to our

analysis since it can be used to help offset the extra powertrain cost, 𝐼) . 𝑆',+ is thus the
remaining savings after a deduction of the annual costs for battery range. We have:
PP
𝑆',+ ≡ 𝑟 ∗ 𝐷:,+
	
   = 	
  𝑅+ − 𝐼',+

(12)

Figure 4 depicts the resulting battery savings, SB,k and optimal battery range for 432 individual
drivers at an MEDCOST of 200 [

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

]. The horizontal dotted lines illustrate the battery

savings needed to offset an extra powertrain cost level of $500 and $3,500, respectively. The
PP
battery savings, SB,k, are proportional to the distance represented by area 𝐷:,+
illustrated for an

example driver in Fig. 3. It can be noted that although the powertrain cost does not affect the
optimal battery range for the individual car movement pattern, it will be difficult for short
ranged PHEVs to reach high enough savings to offset a high powertrain cost.

Annual savings [$1000]

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

100200
ER[km]

50
100
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Battery range [km]

200

Figure 4: Optimal battery sizes for 432 individual movement patterns and their corresponding annual battery savings
(SB,k). Each point represents an individual car movement pattern. Results are shown for MEDCOST = 200 [

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

] and

charging requirement T = 10. The two horizontal dotted lines indicate the savings needed to offset an extra powertrain
cost, IP, of $500 and $3,500 respectively.

21

PP
P
𝐷:,+
= 𝐷:,+ -𝐷:,+
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4.2  HANDLING TECHNO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
In earlier studies concerning the PHEVs economic viability it is in general more common to
vary battery cost, gasoline price, annuity, etc., separately. The parameter MEDCOST makes it
possible to evaluate a continuum of scenarios without defining an exact level of the specific
battery capacity cost, battery depth of discharge, annuity, etc., which have been utilized in
paper I and II. The nominal cost for battery capacity, ib is a difficult parameter to precisely
determine and has been changing considerably during the later years. Nykvist et al. 2015
reported battery costs of about $410 for 2014 and argued that the price could go down to
$200/kWh ‘in a near future’ [12]. These estimated battery costs are given as total cost divided
by the (nominal) energy capacity [$/kWh]. But the specific cost of current PHEV batteries
depends on the capacity for both power and energy. For a given power, the additional cost for
energy capacity, iB, can be considerably lower than the specific cost for the whole battery. On
the other hand, stated costs are often production costs and do not include mark up costs.
We can illustrate the MEDCOST with an example: Assuming Swedish and American running
cost savings, r, to be roughly $0.08/km and $0.04/km, respectively and assuming other
techno-economic parameters in accordance to Table 1 (with a somewhat cautious battery cost
met by the buyer of $466/kWh) the Swedish driver would meet an MEDCOST of about 200
[

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

], while an American driver would meet an MEDCOST of about 400 [

+,- 	
  //0	
   22
].
+,1

The

assumed annuity of 15% could for example correspond to a payback time for the extra PHEV
battery and equipment of 8 years at a 5% discount rate. Or it could correspond to a situation
where the car is sold after 3 years for a resale value of 55% of the original purchase price.
Table 1. Examples of possible techno-economic parameters resulting in an MEDCOST of 200 or 400 [
Annuity, a [-]

0.15

Electricity use, ee [kWh/km]

0.2

Fuel use, ef [kWh/km]

0.6

Grid electricity SOC window, b [-]

0.7

PHEV running cost savings per km, rSwe = pfef-peee [$/km]

0.08

PHEV running cost savings per km, rUSA = pfef-peee [$/km]

0.04

Battery nominal capacity cost, iB [$/kWh]

466

22

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

].

Assuming that running cost savings are twice as high in Sweden compared to the USA can be considered a cautious
estimate based on the average fuel and electricity prices between 2010 and 2015 for Sweden and USA reported in
[105-109]. Combining the average energy costs, (pf,Swe = 0.23, pe,Swe = 0.23, pf,USA = 0.10, pe,USA = 0.12) with the energy
assumptions from above(ef = 0.6, ee = 0.2) would result in running cost savings rSwe = $0.092/km, rUSA = $0.036/km.
The actual difference economic viability between Sweden and the USA would in reality be somewhat smaller due to
10-15% lower taxation on new car sales in the USA but this effect is small compared to the difference in running cost
savings.
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4.3  DISCUSSION
In real world driving, differences in driving behavior, ambient conditions and use of
auxiliaries would result in individual parameter values ee and ef. Despite this, the cars in our
model were assumed to all have the same specific energy use corresponding to some average
conditions. In the beginning of this chapter we claimed that a reason for making such an
assumption is that the results only to a smaller extent are affected by the above-mentioned
factors. In this section, we will elaborate on how this assumption may affect our results.
In general
As a first approximation, we can assume that these varying conditions result in an equally
large relative increase or decrease in energy demand per km in both CD and CS mode
corresponding to an equally large relative increase (decrease) in ee as in ef. This would lead to
an equally large increase (decrease) of the expected savings per km (r) and of the marginal
battery cost (IB’) (see Eqs. (4) and (7)). The MED will not change since these two effects
cancel out (see Eq. (8). The annual battery savings SB,k will however increase (decrease) since
the savings per km have increased (decreased) (see Eq. (12)). Individual use of most auxiliary
system, differences in road conditions (road gradient, wet tarmac, gravel etc.) and weather
conditions etc. will therefore to a first order approximation not affect the MEDCOST in our
model. The effect of the increase or decrease of the annual battery savings SB,k simply tells us,
as is often the case, that more energy-consuming users have more money to save from energy
efficient technologies.
Heating of the passenger compartment
Heating the passenger compartment is different though. In CS mode, free waste heat from the
engine can reasonably be used. However, in CD mode, for instance, according to a study on
BEVs [110], a battery-supplied electric heater of 4.5 kW in constant use would lead to a
higher energy use per km (especially at lower speeds). From the results from [110] we can
estimate that on a yearly basis heating of the passenger compartment can result in about 7%
higher and 6% lower MEDCOST for urban and highway driving, respectively.23 If using an

23

A battery-supplied electric heater of 4.5 kW in constant use would lead to a 16%, 35% and 64% higher energy use if
following the Artemis highway, rural and urban cycle respectively, or 38% in the weighted common Artemis drive
cycle (CADC) [110]. This electric heating therefore results in 16% lower and 19% higher energy use per km in
Artemis exclusively highway and urban driving, respectively, compared to the CADC, or about 4% lower and 5%
higher, respectively, in yearly average specific energy use when assuming the heater is used only a quarter of the year.
This would in turn lead to 7% higher and 6% lower MEDCOST for Artemis urban and highway driving, respectively.
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electric heat pump for compartment heating, a halving of the needed electric heating power
could be expected.
City or highway driving
The specific energy use will also be dependent on the type of driving. To estimate what level
of variation that can be expected we exemplify by ee and ef in the 2014 EPA fuel economy
labeling for the two most sold electric car24 and hybrid models, the Nissan Leaf and Toyota
Prius HEV, respectively [111]. The difference between EPA’s combined cycle and their data
on city and highway driving is shown in Table 2. In the rather extreme cases of entirely city or
highway driving the change in ee and ef results in an 8% decrease and a 12% increase in
MEDCOST, respectively.25 26 It should also be noted that these type-of-driving effects work in
the opposite direction to the effects of passenger compartment heating, which increases with
slower driving.
We can conclude that taking into account differences in driving behavior, ambient conditions
and use of auxiliaries resulting in individual parameter values ee and ef, only to a small extent
affect the MEDCOST level faced by the individual driver.
Table 2, Example of variations in ee and ef due to difference in drive cycles (EPA’s city and highway cycles) and the
corresponding changes in other relevant parameters normalized to EPA Combined cycle. Data from EPA’s labeling of
Nissan Leaf (2014) and Toyota Prius v (2014).
Parameter in our model
ee
ef
IB '
MEDCOST

EPA Combined
1
1
1
1

EPA City
0.90
0.95
0.90
0.92

24

EPA Highway
1.13
1.05
1.13
1.12

We here use electric cars as proxy for the PHEV in CD mode since EPA does not label city and highway driving
separately for PHEVs.
25
Similar results are achieved when for example substituting the Leaf with a Mitsubishi iMiev (2014) or substituting
the Prius HEV with a Ford Fusion Hybrid (2014). Even smaller effect on the MEDCOST is achieved if substituting the
Leaf with a Ford Focus Electric.
26
95% of the measured vehicles have average velocities higher than the average velocity of the EPA city cycle and
lower than the EPA highway cycle. 74% of the vehicles have an average speed which is more close to the average
speed of combined EPA cycle than to the average speed of either the EPA city or highway cycle.
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5   SUMMARY OF PAPERS
This chapter presents a short summary of the aim, method and main findings of each of the
thesis’ four articles.
Paper I: Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles: How Individual Movement Patterns Affect
Battery Requirements, the Potential to Replace Conventional Fuels, and Economic
Viability
Aim: To analyze optimal battery design, economic viability and potential for PHEV
electrification considering real car movement patterns in Sweden.
Method: An optimization method was developed relying on marginal costs and gains from an
incremental battery capacity enlargement on individual car movement patterns for a vehicle
model capturing the important features of a PHEV with CD/CS modes (Chapter 4). The
analysis utilized a data set including 432 GPS-measured individual car movement patterns
(Section 3.1 and 3.3) and assessed the PHEV’s economic viability in Sweden for a wide range
of techno-economic conditions and different charging options.
MAIN FINDINGS
•   The possibilities for electric driving in a PHEV were found to vary substantially
between individual drivers depending on their car movement pattern. This in turn
results in considerable variation in the individual driver’s possibility to reach
economic viability.
•   Better charging options leads to a higher battery utilization and a higher share of
electric driving. Therefore, it also enables more cars to reach economic viability as
PHEVs and higher savings, Fig 5. For commuters, charging at the workplace can be as
important as halving the battery cost.
•   Due to good possibilities for recharging, regularity in movement pattern and in general
higher yearly mileage commuters are on average reaching higher share of electric
driving and higher savings. They are also in majority among the drivers in the data set
that first reach viability as PHEVs when the economic prerequisites improve.
Therefore, commuters are likely to be the first drivers for whom the PHEV will be
cost-effective.
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•   The potential share of electric driving on a fleet level is dependent on the individual
cars possibilities to reach economic viability, Fig 6.
•   The marginal electric distance needed to deliver enough running cost savings to offset
a marginal increase in battery range is important for the individual car’s economic
viability and its optimal battery range.
•   The PHEV viability is also dependent on the extra powertrain cost IP27, and a higher
cost can delay and slow down the introduction of PHEVs to the market, Fig 6.
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Figure 5: Battery optimization of individual movement patterns and their corresponding yearly savings from the
battery investment. Each point represents an individual movement pattern; the color of the marker indicates if the car
commutes (red) or not (blue) or if commuting status is unknown (green). Results are shown for minimum marginal
electric distance MEDCOST = 400, 200 and 100 [

+,- 	
  //0	
  
+,1

] and minimum parking period T = 10 and 4 hours. The two

horizontal dotted lines indicate the savings needed to offset an 𝐼) of $500 and $3,500, respectively.

27

In our first paper, we called this cost the battery-capacity-independent cost, IF, though.
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Figure 6: For the investigated car fleet, a) PHEV share; b) potential electric drive fraction, for different charging
options and battery independent investment cost (Low 𝐼) = $500 and High 𝐼) = $3,500), as a function of the viability
parameter MEDCOST.

Paper II: Objective functions for PHEV battery range optimization and possible effects on
the vehicle fleet
Aim: To analyze how the choice of objective function, which potentially represents
stakeholders’ interests, influences the resulting vehicle fleet in terms of the optimal battery
range for the PHEVs, share of PHEVs, TCO savings, and electric drive fraction.
Method: A data set including 432 GPS-measured individual car movement patterns was used
together with the battery utilization model developed in paper I to assess fleet optimal battery
sizes for three studied objective functions. The studied objectives were: to maximize the total
number of PHEVs in the vehicle fleet; to maximize the total cost of ownership savings; and
finally, to maximize the total electric driving in the vehicle fleet.
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MAIN FINDINGS
•   Possible diverse objectives among stakeholder could result in very different optimal
battery sizes, Fig. 7.
•   Optimizing the battery range to maximize the number of PHEVs sold resulted in a
short battery range and low share of electric driving, while optimizing the battery
range to maximize the overall fleet’s share of electric driving resulted in relatively few
PHEVs with larger batteries, Fig. 7.
•   High share of PHEVs in a vehicle fleet does not automatically imply a high share of
electric driving, Fig. 7.
•   In the base case, optimizing the battery to maximize drivers’ TCO-savings resulted in
only somewhat lower levels of share electric driving compared to when the battery is
optimized to maximize the overall fleet’s share of electric driving, Fig. 7d.
•   The PHEV viability is dependent on the extra powertrain cost and a higher cost can in
general delay and slow down the introduction of PHEVs to the market, Fig 7-8.
•   Policies to promote PHEVs can alleviate or magnify the difference in optimal battery
range between the objective functions.
•   The results point to countries and regions with high running cost savings as possible
forerunners for the technology and also suggest that the level of running cost savings
should be considered in the choice and design of PHEV policies.
•   A low investment cost for PHEVs (either through a low IP and/or low MEDCOST; or
through a subsidy) means that a relatively short electric distance is needed to reach
viability. This enables a large variation in electric distance driven among the viable
PHEVs and a large difference in optimal battery range between the studied objective
functions. This should therefore be considered when formulating policy.
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Figure 7: For the studied car fleet under three different objective functions, a) the optimal battery range; b) the PHEV
share of fleet; c) the cost savings per PHEV; and d) the share of electric driving, all as a function of MEDCOST, for LowIP ($500) and with night-time charging only (T = 10 h). The objective functions respectively maximize the number of
PHEVs in the car fleet, PHEVOPT; the TCO savings in the car fleet, TCOOPT; and distance of electric driving of the car
fleet, EDFOPT.
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Figure 8: For the studied car fleet under three different objective functions, a) the optimal battery range; b) the PHEV
share of fleet; c) the cost savings per PHEV; and d) the share of electric driving, all as a function of MEDCOST, for
High-IP ($3,500) and with night-time charging only (T = 10 h). The objective functions respectively maximize the
number of PHEVs in the car fleet, PHEVOPT; the TCO savings in the car fleet, TCOOPT; and distance of electric driving
of the car fleet, EDFOPT.

Paper III: Electrification of the two-car household, PHEV or BEV?
Aim: To: 1) estimate the potential benefit from an optimized use of the PHEV in a two-car
household; 2) assess for what levels of powertrain cost the PHEV can be an economically
better choice for the two-car household compared to the BEV; and finally, 3) analyze how the
resulting electric drive fraction (EDF) depend on whether the households drive a PHEV or a
BEV.
Method: A GPS-measured data set of both car’s movement patterns in 64 Swedish two-car
households is utilized with an optimization model to estimate the potential electric driving for
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a PHEV/BEV in a two-car household. This is done for different battery sizes and three car
substitution strategies. Car 1: the PHEV/BEV is used to fulfil the 1st car’s driving and none of
2nd car.28 Car 2: the PHEV/BEV is correspondingly used to fulfil only the 2nd car’s driving.
Both: the PHEV/BEV is used interchangeably between 1st and 2nd car’s driving to minimize
the use of fuel and so also maximize the distance driven on electricity. The resulting electric
mileage is used to assign to each household a PHEV/BEV with a cost optimal battery under
each vehicle usage strategy. Finally, the resulting TCO economics and electric driving are
compared between the PHEV and the BEV. The study is a continuation of the work in
Karlsson 2016 [112].
MAIN FINDINGS
•   The potential benefit, in terms of increased share of electric driving and lowered
running costs, from an optimized use (denoted ‘Both’ in Fig. 9) of the PHEV in a twocar household was estimated to be less than half the benefit from an optimized use of
the BEV. Thus, the flexibility made available in two-car households thus does not
generally benefit PHEVs in comparison to BEVs.
•   When taking into account the difference in powertrain cost investment between the
PHEV and the BEV, the results suggest that an optimized use of the BEV in general
will result in a lower total cost of ownership compared to using a PHEV, Fig. 9.
•   There are some indications that the PHEV could be a tougher opponent than what the
TCO results suggest at first, including: the household maybe can’t or doesn’t want to
optimize the use of the vehicle; people could be prepared to pay extra for a car without
range limitation or do not accept a too ‘short-ranged’ BEV.
•   Even if PHEVs would take the BEVs place in the two-car household this would not
hamper the share of electric driving in the vehicle fleet to any larger extent, Fig 10.
Instead the usage strategy was found more important than the choice of vehicle. From
a fuel replacement perspective, it is for example, often better to exchange the first car
with a PHEV than to replace the second car with a BEV.

We define the 1st car as the car with the longest total driving distance during the analysis period and the 2nd car
consequently is defined as the car with shortest total driving distance.
28
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Figure 9: For three vehicle usage strategies (Car 1, Car 2 and Both) the share of households where driving a BEV
results in lower TCO compared to driving a PHEV, per powertrain investment cost difference, DIP, for the PHEV
compared to the BEV. Estimates of the difference in powertrain cost between the PHEV and the BEV for a “Priuslike”, $5000 and a “Volt-like” PHEV powertrain are included for reference, (dashed vertical lines).
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Figure 10: For three vehicle usage strategies (Car 1, Car 2 and Both) and for each individual household the resulting
EDF (of the total household distance) for the cost optimal battery range for the PHEV and BEV, respectively. The
households are sorted after the PHEV’s result for each strategy.
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Paper IV: The potential for brake energy regeneration under Swedish conditions
Aim: To analyze the potential for brake energy regeneration in Swedish driving conditions.
Method: To analyze individual driver’s potential for brake energy regeneration a model of the
power and energy fluxes at the wheels for a normalized car was developed and applied to
GPS-derived distance, speed and altitude data from 378 privately driven cars in Sweden. The
speed profiles of the NEDC and WLTP test cycles were used for comparison. A rough
estimate of what levels of energy and cost savings that can be achievable in practice by
investigating two drivetrains, a ‘‘battery electric vehicle” (BEV) and a ‘‘mild hybrid”
(mHEV) was also conducted.
MAIN FINDINGS
•   Braking energy varies considerably between individual movement pattern, up to a
factor of six, Fig. 11.
•   City drivers have highest potential to regenerate energy per km of driving.
•   Long distance drivers have highest potential to regenerate energy on a yearly basis.
•   It is of importance to include road grade in analyses of the regeneration potential in
real-world driving.
•   The braking loss per km for the standard test cycles are not far off from those of the
measured real-world driving despite the former not including road grades. The
relatively high braking loss (and thus regeneration potential) for the test cycles can be
explained by the lower air drag loss due to a lower average speed compared to in the
real-world driving data.
•   The expected extra efficiency gains from higher regeneration power capacity fall off
quickly, and a 10kW mild hybrid is enough to capture on average almost three
quarters of the energy available for regeneration for the assumed standard car, Fig. 12.
•   The findings indicate that regeneration of braking energy under current Swedish
driving conditions could increase energy efficiency, with average energy savings at
the wheels of about 15% for a battery EV and up to 10% for a “mild” hybrid.
•   An economic estimate indicates that under current Swedish conditions, the economic
savings from using less fuel due to regeneration will for most drivers not be sufficient
on their own to offset the estimated investment cost of hybrid technology.
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11: For the assumed midsize car (m = 1500 kg, CD*A = 0.7 m2), for each movement pattern (asterisks:
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Figure 12: For the assumed midsize car (m = 1500 kg, CD*A = 0.7 m2) and for each movement pattern, the cumulative
likelihood that the braking power is less than a given power level. Rolling resistance coefficient cr = 0.01.
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6   FINAL REMARKS
When the work of this thesis started in 2011 there were hardly any PHEVs found on the
Swedish roads. 29 GM had just recently launched the Chevrolet Volt (December 2010) and
Toyota Prius PHEV was not yet on the market (launched in Japan early 2012). Battery cost
estimates as high as $1000/kWh and above were discussed. Since then we have seen a quite
remarkable development, where now battery costs as low as $200/kWh are seen as possible in
the near future [12]. Assessing technology under such development could be expected to
come with some challenges. As described in the introduction the main aim of this thesis has
been to assess the potential to reduce fuel use in Swedish passenger car transport through an
introduction of PHEVs. This has been achieved by investigating four general questions:
-What does the characteristics of individual Swedish car movement patterns imply for the
possibilities to reduce fuel use through an introduction of PHEVs?
-How large share of the driving can be expected to be electric?
-How viable is the PHEV?
-What would be an optimal battery size for the PHEV?
We have however not stated very precise answers to any of these questions! Instead our
answers have been in the form of possible development over a span of techno-economic
conditions. This has proven quite useful given the technology’s rapid development. The
availability of the highly detailed data sets over Swedish car movement patterns have enabled
us, unlike most earlier studies, to focus on the individual driver’s car movement pattern and
study his/her marginal benefits from battery range enlargement. Through the methodological
framework developed around the marginal electric distance (MED) we have been able to
improve the understanding of how characteristics of individual driver’s car movement
patterns affect the potential share of electric driving, cost optimal battery sizing, and the
resulting total cost of ownership and economic viability for Swedish drivers in general (paper
I, II), and for two–car households in particular (paper III). Dividing the additional investment
cost for a PHEV, compared to an HEV, in two parts, one for powertrain and one for battery
range capacity, has been useful to point out the importance of the former when it comes to

29

There was one PHEV registered in Sweden during 2011 (a Chevrolet Volt) [113].
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individual drivers total cost of ownership and their possibility to reach economic viability
when compared to an HEV (paper I, II), but also when compared to the BEV (paper III).
Also, more and more PHEVs are sold in Sweden (about 10,000 in 2016 up from about 5,700
the year before [114]). Many car brands are now offering PHEVs and/or BEVs. Although the
PHEVs still only constitute a small fraction of the total car sales, the total number of PHEVs
in traffic have increased manifold since 2011 and at the end of 2016 the total number of
PHEVs in the Swedish vehicle fleet reached almost 20,000 cars [114]. This makes it possible
to answer many new types of questions as well as old ones, but now based on real and
revealed behavior rather than assumptions, models and stated preferences. For instance, how
do people choose battery range and on what grounds, how can potential customers be
informed on how to choose range. Who are the buyers of PHEVs and why do they choose a
PHEV instead of a conventional vehicle or a BEV. Are the policies put in place to speed up
the introduction of PHEVs effective? Our results show that PHEVs can result in a substantial
fuel reduction but they do not have to be charged. It is therefore of great importance to
continue to study the actual share of electric driving by PHEVs and the charging behavior
among users, started out by Smart et al. 2014 Tal et al. 2013 and Plötz et al. 2015 [73-75]. If
the drivers don’t charge it would be important to assess how one could make them to do so
through improved access to infrastructure, improved economic benefits from driving on
electricity or maybe by introducing inductive charging.
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